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OUR TROPICAL POSSESSIONS

IN

MALAYAN INDIA.

CHAPTER I.

THE STRAITS SETTLEMENT: HISTORY, ANCIENT AND MODERN.

Introduction—The three Stations, Singapore, Penang, and Malacca—Geographical Positions—Singapore—Its very early History—Colonized by the Malays in 1160—Lost through Treachery to the Javanese—Story of its Loss—Re-occupation by the Malays in 1512—Settlement by the British—Sir Stamford Raffles—Bencoolen—Bickerings with the Dutch—Colonel Farquhar first Resident—Town laid out—Mr. Crawford—Incorporation with Penang and Malacca—Mr. Fullerton—His unpopularity—Quarrel with Sir John Claridge—Arrival of Lord William Bentinck—Mr. Ibbetson Governor—Mr. Murchison—Mr. Bonham—First China Expedition—Colonel Butterworth—First Chinese Riot—Mr. Blundell—Lord Elgin’s famous Decision—Second Chinese Riot—Colonel Cavanagh now Governor.

The tropical colony of the Straits Settlement, which is probably about to pass from under the government of India to be added to the list of direct dependencies of the Crown, is one which in many ways will merit the solicitude of the Imperial Government. Its